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music is played and without the tedious tricks of
conventional elocution
Rupert Brooke's death still focuses for me much of
the tragedy of the war It seemed at once so tragic
and so vain that such a figure of beauty, such a quick
eye for beauty in others, such a creature of beauty,
should perish
When Rupert Brooke made his journey to the
Antipodes, he paused in the South Seas, upon an island
"where the slow fragrant-breathing nights crept past,"
and from among the "flower-crowned laughing
swimmers" he wrote his letters home I delight to
remember that he recalls our friendship in them He
wrote "in a hot noon, under an orange tree," telling of
the night before, when he had stayed in the house of a
mountain chief, in Fiji
The dark chief, he said, had "spasmodic yearnings
after civilisation," and when these attacked him strongly,
he sent a runner down from his rude habitation to buy
English illustrated papers in the coastal town some miles
away The Chief could read no English, and Rupert
found that his one way of satisfying his craving for
civilisation was to paste the pictures from the "Sketch"
and the "Tatler" and others upon the walls of his hut
"He knows no English" wrote Rupert Brooke, "but
he pastes his favourite pictures up round the wall and
muses over them I lectured on them—fragments
of the 'Sketch' and 'Sphere9 for several years—to a
half-naked, reverent audience	The Prince of
Wales, looking like an Oxford graduate, elbows two
ladies who display 1911 spring fashions A golf
champion in a most contorted position occupies a
central place He is regarded, I fancy, as a rather
potent and violent deity To his left is Miss Viola
Tree as Euridice, to his right Miss Lilian McCarthy
as Jocasta, looking infinitely Mycenaen
"I explained about incest, shortly, and Miss
McCarthy rose tremendously in Fijian estimation

